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Important Features
Yoko's Venus in strong trine (within 2.5 degrees) with John's Sun
and Yoko's Sun in opposition (within 3.8 degrees) with John's Venus.
Since your and your partner's complementary planets follow the same pattern, this aspect is greatly emphasized in your reading. Pay special
attention to the following material!
The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate their interaction; integration is the challenge.
This aspect, of Sun in dynamic relation with partner's Venus, is generally beneficial. The two of you are likely to make each other feel and look
better together. There could well be friendship based on common interests, based on the mutual pursuit of some area of pleasure or aesthetic
enjoyment. In a romantic context, this aspect brings attraction, pleasure and enjoyment to your union, together with a sense of beauty, creative
entertainment, and harmonious interaction. You enjoy each other with pleasure and sensitivity. This aspect supports arts, leadership in economic
areas, and creation of items of beauty, and may include as well fun in the outdoors together, pleasurable travel, and many enjoyable social
engagements. There is generally warmth between the partners and glowing radiance, but it may be that the two of you come from slightly different
perspectives. The differences between you can excite, and also may frustrate at times. There may be differences in taste or style, but there is also
ability to earn, enjoy abundance, or exceed expectations. There is a strong liking for each other in a generally beneficial interaction which furthers
you culturally or socially.
Yoko's Mars in semi-sextile (within 1.1 degrees) with John's Sun
and Yoko's Sun in inconjunct (within 3.3 degrees) with John's Mars.
Since your and your partner's complementary planets follow the same pattern, this aspect is greatly emphasized in your reading. Pay special
attention to the following material!
The planetary energies attract each other, require effort, allow entry of new information.
This aspect, of Sun in minor dynamic relation with partner's Mars symbolizes a partnership energy that tends to be energetic, athletic, motivated,
and passionate, and may also include manifestations of will or ego conflict such as outbursts of temper. There is a strong chance for some type of
rivalry between you. Your partnership benefits if you can keep your focus on your mutual awareness of vital life pursuits, and your drive to succeed
together. In a romantic context, you feel physical passion but also tension, and benefit from rational control and planning. Your achievement
together can be easy or difficult, depending on how well you can get along with each other. You feel the impulse to do and move together, yet there
may also be discord or you may get the feeling that you are working at crossed purposes, with partnership direction not fully aligned. Consciousness
and foresight can go far to offset the possibilities for impatience and conflict between you.
Yoko's Uranus in opposition (within 4.3 degrees) with John's Sun
and Yoko's Sun in square (within 3.8 degrees) with John's Uranus.
Since your and your partner's complementary planets follow the same pattern, this aspect is greatly emphasized in your reading. Pay special
attention to the following material!
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through effort over time.
This aspect, of Sun in square with partner's Uranus, indicates an intriguing connection. There is an element of mental stimulation that John brings to
Yoko, promoting excitement as well as unusual enjoyment, and creative flair. This represents a good basis for friendship but there also may be
elements of discord between you. In a romantic context, you may be in for some strange days, in an unexpected and unusual connection fraught
with possibility and radical change. Although there is magnetism, some unique attraction that brings you together, there may be character
adjustments necessary between you, which are difficult to pull off with grace. The partnership may be inclined to be uncooperative, or you may be
friendly but not demonstrative with each other, or one partner may feel dramatic disconnects, aloofness, or lack of support. The erratic and perhaps
unexpected actions of John gives them a unique appeal for Yoko, but can also lead to feeling up in the air or very far away, and unstable. The two of
you may alternate between extremes of freedom and independence, versus a more settled situation, or feel the need to radically defend your own
individuality. Rebellion and authority bashing may also come into the mix. The challenge is there to accept unusual qualities in each other. Poise and
discipline go a long way, if you can muster them. It is your fate to comprehend and synthesize for greater understanding or perhaps to just let go
with abandon. At least it won't be boring.
Yoko's Saturn in conjunction (within 6.2 degrees) with John's Moon
and Yoko's Moon in inconjunct (within 2.1 degrees) with John's Saturn.
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Since your and your partner's complementary planets follow the same pattern, this aspect is greatly emphasized in your reading. Pay special
attention to the following material!
The planetary energies do not flow smoothly, one or the other predominates; discrimination must be employed.
This aspect, of the Moon in minor dynamic relation with partner's Saturn, is somewhat difficult, and can indicate limits to growth and happiness
together, unless long-term insight and maturity is applied. There is likely to be a sense of restrictive behavior which comes more from John, who is
also likely to appear to be critical or demanding at times. Although there is a strong emotional connection between you, and a good basis for
stability, one or both of you may seem emotionally cool to the other. In a romantic context, this aspect is a good indicator for a stable and longterm relationship such as marriage, although environment or family may turn out to be limiting, or expected benefits from the relationship may be
delayed or not forthcoming. Perhaps your or your partner's need for intimacy can leave one or the other feeling unwanted or with affections that are
not returned. You can also expect some limitation of expansive fantasy and honing in of awareness, based on emotional control exerted by your
partner which however does make for more clarity and supports movement toward cherished goals. You may be put off by a feeling that your
partner is too closed, or a feeling of emotional restriction, but you do well when you are observant of the positive qualities you and your partner
share, exercise patience and tolerance with each other and focus on shared objectives.
Yoko's Mercury in strong trine (within 0.7 degrees) with John's Mercury
The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.
This aspect, of Mercury in flowing relation with Mercury, gives you a good basis in your partnership for shared communication and ideas. You are
likely to be on the same mental wavelength, with similar interests and visions. Good communications intensify your connection, with social appeal,
and loads of fun and laughter together. Also emphasized are writing together and mutual collaborations involving the media, mind, or ideas. In a
romantic context, you field each other's ideas well, with congenial insights and like visions which illuminate your sharing. Good communication,
always important, is enhanced for this relationship. You will likely experience a strong desire to converse with and to learn from each other, and to
be involved in educational projects together. Your life is also likely to be quite busy; you may enjoy travel, or things mechanical, or speed and
movement in general. If you are drawn toward looking for professional purpose together, it may be by means of research, or making contacts. You
will experience positive sharing and exchange in your relationship, hopefully leading to viable and transformative change for each of you.
Yoko's Saturn in strong square (within 1.2 degrees) with John's Mercury
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through effort over time.
This aspect, of Mercury in square with partner's Saturn, indicates the potential for restrictions, disputes and perhaps mental disassociation between
the partners. You may find that you move in opposite directions. Travel plans are not well supported, or business cooperation is hindered. There
may be a tendency for Yoko to be critical, discouraging, and apt to judgment. On the plus side, this aspect also reflects necessary restrictions and
the awareness of proper boundaries. John may learn much from Yoko in the course of the relationship. In a romantic context, this aspect may
possibly enhance and deepen your connection by providing stability, but there can also be difficulties between you, where one feels belittled or
criticized, or has goals that remain unmet. The effect of Yoko may be to slow down and present obstacles to the aims and ideas of John which can
also be undermining to John's self-confidence. Growth is possible, but only through shared agreements well thought out. The experience of delays or
resistance can build better connections and longer term plans, but this requires spiritual maturity. There are many obstacles to overcome, and there
may be health risks, or other challenges to get past, so both partners need discipline to move through it and forge a bond with each other.
Yoko's Neptune in strong sextile (within 0.5 degrees) with John's Mercury
The planetary energies flow together, open into new possibilities, new connections.
This aspect, of Mercury in flowing relation with partner's Neptune, inspires and spiritualizes your relationship. Sharing discoveries in music or the
arts may well provide encouragement, inspiration and support for each other. Telepathy and intuition, imagination and sympathy are part of your
partnership make-up. It may be that Yoko idealizes the intellectual accomplishments of John. In a romantic context, this aspect inclines towards
dream sharing, telepathy, feeling of empathy, sensitivity, and artistic brilliance together, or shared by one to the other. You will enjoy spiritual
vitality in your relationship, combining intuition and mind, and also sympathetic support for each other. Fantasy may play a part in your shared
experience. You may well find work in the arts, or in hospitals, or other institutions of service together. In terms of personal transformation,
movement is possible where John works into a more creative or spiritual direction, while Yoko, who may be more the dreamer in the relationship,
becomes more logical and decisive through the partnership interaction. Together, your ability to serve and give to each other and to others is
enhanced.
Yoko's Venus in strong square (within 0.1 degrees) with John's Jupiter
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through effort over time.
In this aspect, of Venus in square with Jupiter, is the indication of abundance and perhaps excessive emotional exuberance in your relationship.
There is the promise of good fortune materially, or possibly there could also be some degree of waste or excess. It really is up to how the partners
work with the energy, whether you choose to take the high road. Finances should be closely watched, and excess controlled. Both of you are likely
to do well with this aspect, and gain spiritually and even materially. There is every indication of warmth and real enjoyment between you, and
happy times for this partnership. In a romantic context, this aspect indicates good intentions between you, and the joy of sharing, although there
may be a disregard for checks and balances. You may encounter some freedom of lovemaking style or partnership agreement, expanded sensuality
or increased exuberance between you, perhaps leading to an attraction to love affairs, or merely to desiring a sense of drama in your lives together.
Also indicated is generosity, sometimes to a fault, as well as the desire for luxuries, extremes of feeling, perhaps wild disregard for discipline. You do
well to rein expectations in and strive for balanced and carefully slow growth and progress together.
Yoko's Venus in strong square (within 0.6 degrees) with John's Saturn
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through effort over time.
This aspect, of Venus in square with partner's Saturn, can be difficult for partnerships in that control, or limits on spending may occur. Values are
not shared between the partners, and one may try to exercise more control or judgment over aesthetics than the other. Although a stable bond may
also be indicated, the partnership may really be put to the test through restrictions, demands, or other acts of selfishness. Setbacks in economics
are possible, or perhaps a sense of not living up to expectations. In a romantic connection, this is generally a hard aspect for long term growth or
love, and rather may be experienced as a lack of affection or romantic feeling. In a more positive expression, the practicality and groundedness of
John may serve to stabilize the relationship, although not without cost to the warmth and amiable nature of Yoko, who in turn may be seen as
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frivolous by the more serious and sober minded John. This aspect represents is a severe challenge to any relationship, although love and purpose
can survive, and even thrive, if you agree to terms.
Yoko's Mars in strong trine (within 1.4 degrees) with John's Jupiter
The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.
This aspect, of Mars in flowing relation with partner's Jupiter, indicates enhanced physical abundance and cooperative synergy between you. These
planets work extremely well together, since they both partake of the nature of the Fire element, representing enhanced movement to act, and
better understanding of that action. Forcefulness and reason combine well, and this aspect symbolizes the positive stimulation of mutual ambition,
and lends an air of beneficial helpfulness to partnership activities. Work associations between you are likely to involve both energy and intelligence.
This mutual excitement can cause problems only in that a tendency to relax or miss points of precision could occur, in your exuberance to move into
positive territory too quickly. In a romantic context, you unfold expressions of great ecstasy, optimistic exuberance, positive freedom, and physical
enjoyment. You will find the partnership possesses a confidence born of zeal and enthusiasm. You are inclined to be open and frank with each other,
fundamentally wise and energetic in your decision-making. This is a happy and active connection, especially helpful in marriage. You share athletics,
the enjoyment of nature and recreation together, as well as congenial exciting friendships. This aspect indicates a healthy sense of expansion and
higher vision between you. The partnership will benefit from the ability to dream, and from the energy required to make those dreams a reality.
Yoko's Mars in strong trine (within 1.9 degrees) with John's Saturn
The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.
This aspect, of Mars in flowing relation with partner's Saturn, reflects a grounded sense of purpose, and positive energy for the execution of mutual
goals of the partnership. This aspect represents practical and effective action, and the combining of energy toward specific purpose. There may be
restraint and control of Yoko by John, but John also supplies needed discipline. The balance can be quite effective. You will find cooperation with
each other in working towards common goals, with a good sense of enterprising energy. In a romantic context, you may find passion somewhat
controlled, or amusement and lightness not easily visible between you. This aspect is more of a chime with work and duty, or some burden you may
need to take on together, and yet your relationship is quite effective in long-term function, stability, and balance. The partnership's drive for action
and wise sense of caution combine easily, producing the best use of self-expression in order to make excellent progress toward shared goals.

Sun, Moon, Rising Sign Features
Yoko's Uranus in strong conjunction (within 1.1 degrees) with John's Ascendant
The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.
This aspect, of Uranus conjunct or opposite partner's Ascendant, indicates that there is some special appeal between you, in which one partner
stimulates, enlivens, and excites the ideas of the other. This relationship will be full of surprises, innovations, and exciting new experiences and
ideas. The effect may be to broaden your viewpoints, as you exchange ideas in a world-oriented context supportive of multi-cultural understanding.
Friendships and group associations are also found in this connection, as is a sense of altruism and mutuality. Yoko tends to bring more of these
effects to the relationship, while John enjoys the unique stimulation. Unusual and rebellious actions by both of you, and eclectic tastes are definitely
encouraged. In a romantic context, this aspect indicates a strong attraction and playful cooperation in your relationship. You are in for progressive
unique fun and inventiveness, although with Uranian energy in the mix, it is also possible that some detached or cool exterior is maintained. This
aspect also symbolizes mutual interests in science and technology, film, as well as other world cultural or universal new age activities. The urge is
there for your partnership to be unique in some way. You may depart from accepted modes or beliefs, or focus on the different and the
unconventional. There is also the possibility of some sort of instability between you or perhaps a lack of control and excess of freedom that can
prove detrimental to the partnership. Changes are to be expected, and erratic behavior can also lead to new discoveries for both partners. It may be
that this relationship has a higher purpose of shaking you up and stretching you in some new way that proves vital for your growth and evolution as
a human being. It is helpful to be open and upbeat, and to try not to control the more independent partner, who after all may be leading the two of
you to some truly special and mind stretching experiences.
Yoko's Pluto in strong square (exact) with John's Ascendant
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through effort over time.
This aspect, of Pluto in square with partner's Ascendant, indicates a powerful and somewhat dangerous interaction between the partners. It signals
potential authoritative control on the part of one partner that can become manipulative, or turn into bullying; even violence is possible. There is
some deep level of connection between you which works for change in each of you, as relatively unconscious behaviors surface and potentially
explode. You may keenly feel the depth and limitation of life as a result of this interaction and this relationship may force you to seek radical
departure from old patterns. In a romantic context, this aspect represents a contact that is strongly even overwhelmingly powerful, sensual and
passionate in sexual expression. You may feel a magnetic attraction for each other, or some sense of having known each other in a past life or
another form of depth connection. This is a difficult aspect, indicating will and passion, and also some degree of conflict, between you. There may be
a reforming attitude on the part of one of you, and obsession or other excessive behavior is also possible, such as drug dependency, or burdens
between you enforced and not readily agreed upon. Or the sensual nature of one partner may not be well received by the other. This relationship is
not well-suited to peaceful interaction, nor to quiet resolutions. There are likely to be issues of ego, or the direction one partner takes may appear
selfish to the other. There are many difficulties to be worked through, including the possibility of deceit, or friction and resistance to authority that
may lead to vindictive behavior. Karmic patterns may arise, accompanied by deep psychic changes. It may be that burdens of health, or body, slow
down your plans, or that physical concerns outweigh career decisions or life direction. As you work through these issues you may decide to give up
the battle, or else you may discover untapped sources of strength as your partnership evolves, bringing a renewed confidence, and awareness of
your true path. Change is inevitable through your relationship, as you confront in order to replace those portions of behavior that have outgrown
their usefulness. These secretive and withheld areas can become destructive forces, or else can become issues to be worked through together. If
you can overcome these drawbacks, as a partnership, you will learn the depth of your own true nature, of your ability to evolve and grow in any
circumstance.

Other Comparison Aspects
Yoko's Mercury in strong sextile (within 0.2 degrees) with John's Midheaven
and Yoko's Midheaven in strong trine (within 0.9 degrees) with John's Mercury.
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Since your and your partner's complementary planets follow the same pattern, this aspect is greatly emphasized in your reading. Pay special
attention to the following material!
The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.
This aspect, of Mercury in flowing relation with partner's Midheaven, gives you an excellent basis for communication, especially regarding
partnership goals and objectives. You work together well in a helpful and detail-oriented partnership, which may involve educational or other work
with young people. John is likely to be the more able communicator, who brings precision and effort, while Yoko holds space for leadership and
focus. Public works, media and civic duties could all be involved, and also the implicit understanding between you of your shared purpose. In a
romantic context, you enjoy the benefits of excellent communication skills with each other, as well as good conversation, directed and on target for
practical effect. There is at least some degree of intellectual pursuit in the relationship mix, and you may well have educational goals as a
partnership. You may have met through school, or in some other educational format or via computer work. Siblings and friends could also be
connected to the purpose you share. In any case, you can expect order and precision in your relationship, along with meaningful and productive
exchanges with each other.
Yoko's Neptune in strong trine (within 1.3 degrees) with John's Midheaven
The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.
This aspect, of Neptune in flowing relation with partner's Midheaven gives you a good basis for spiritual endeavors with each other. Your partnership
is aligned with mystical purpose, involving potentially the arts, drama, music, perhaps areas of the occult or psychic powers, and healing. Together,
your intuition is applied to your objectives, which may be artistic or spiritual, or within some area of service to life, such as in the healing
professions. Mutual support for each other is implied, and also creative effort and there may be a sense of sacrifice, or burdens which you feel
necessary to maintain together, but these turn into joys with the compassion that comes through shared inspiration and service. In a romantic
context, you encounter loving support and spiritual values in your relationship, a calm, congenial feeling that sustains life goals not depending on
material manifestation. It is likely that Yoko is the more dreamy, spiritual and idealistic, while John represents the provider of focus and direction,
although there is also the possibility of a transference effect that reverses these attributes. You are extremely sensitive to each other's emotions,
and there can be telepathic support for each other, with much idealism and mutual devotion. Spiritual and creative purposes are brought together in
a truly compassionate and service-oriented union in which you reach out to others as well.
Yoko's Ascendant in strong square (within 0.8 degrees) with John's Midheaven
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through effort over time.
This aspect, of Ascendant in square with partner's Midheaven, is a disassociating aspect indicating some significant differences in personality
between you, in the area of career or life direction. These individuals may work at cross-purposes, and the sense is complication due to alternating
goals or personal feelings. There could be abruptness, rash decision making, or limitations that get in the way of harmonious connection with each
other. There is an up-side when you two can work together in personal and business motivations, uniting individual abilities with a higher focus. In a
romantic context you may find yourselves not easily matched, with different motives, and passions not always well received by the other. The depth
of karmic bond is both a blessing and a curse. Your empathy may turn to disregard, or objectives counter your desires. The balance is hard to keep,
and passionate displays make for the potential of endless squabbling or perhaps even more harmful interaction. There may be doubts, and false
alignments of purpose within general uncertainty. Only the determination to rise above succeeds.
Yoko's Midheaven in strong opposition (within 1.7 degrees) with John's Midheaven
The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate their interaction; integration is the challenge.
Yoko's Sun in quintile (within 2.3 degrees) with John's Jupiter
The planetary energies are positively linked, subtle, and spiritual in dimension.
With this aspect, of Sun in flowing relation with partner's Jupiter, you can expect joyous and expansive connection with one another. You will likely
come into a wondrous awareness of purpose, perception, and vision together, leading to new levels of trust and faith between you. It is possible
that significant journeys will be undertaken together, or perhaps time spent to positively re-evaluate goals and concrete expressions of your shared
enthusiasm for life. This aspect symbolizes increased play, joy, childlike nature, the desire for humor, sharing of all you have, while pursuing
religious, educational, or outdoors activity with each other. It is good to remember to avoid excess. In a romantic connection there is exceptional
joy, abundance, bounty and wisdom in your relationship. You share similar motivations, and release freedom and expansion in each other,
permitting great enjoyment, enthusiasm, and gregariousness together. The creative dynamic between you is strong. Something in your relationship
allows, supports, and enthuses over your joint purpose together. Your relationship encourages exuberant exchanges of ideas with each other, and is
productive of wisdom and positive understanding, with opportunity, good fortune, and good possibilities for wild and uninhibited pleasure. You enjoy
shared abundance, with John perhaps giving more to Yoko, and taking pleasure in YokoÃ«s enjoyment of the gifts. Together, you will find optimism
and a sense of fair play in your relationship.
Yoko's Sun in quintile (within 1.8 degrees) with John's Saturn
The planetary energies are positively linked, subtle, and spiritual in dimension.
With this aspect, of Sun to partner's Saturn, you may find awareness of limitations and responsibilities, and a sense of significance or fatedness
which comes from being with each other. The two of you together can be very dependable and productive. Some restructuring will occur for Yoko,
who may learn needed lessons of discipline through John. In a romantic connection, this aspect symbolizes much wisdom and practical caring for
each other, which is good support for a long term commitment such as marriage. There is likely to be a good balance of energy from work into play,
and creativity into directed concentrated effort, as each of you leads the other into joyous responsibilities, and responsible joys. There may be an
implication of necessary boundaries expressed in your partnership. With this aspect, also, you will find practical wisdom and even leadership to high
degrees. This can be a sobering connection between you, but one which enhances both partners' empowerment and purpose. Sometimes these
roles get reversed, but generally speaking, Yoko gives light to, and is allowing and forgiving toward John, and John serves to facilitate greater focus
of Yoko's more widespread and expansive consciousness.
Yoko's Sun in inconjunct (within 3.3 degrees) with John's Neptune
The planetary energies do not flow smoothly, one or the other predominates; discrimination must be employed.
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This aspect, of Sun in minor dynamic relation to partner's Neptune, symbolizes a sensitive, and compassionate connection between you, together
with an inclination to disassociate or disperse energy. Your partnership is likely to be strongly spiritual as well as artistically creative, and may have
a tendency for isolation away from the world into some form of sanctuary, or the idealizations of fantasy. Spiritual or creative work may remain
more of an illusion than made into a practical on-going concern. Reaction, illusion, and even outright deception may set in. In a romantic context,
this aspect indicates a spiritual, artistic, sympathetic, and sensual connection, that feeds strength and creativity into your partnership, although it
also may represent a sense of lost desire, of illusive power, of something less than expected. John may seem elusive or in some way unfathomable
to Yoko. You will always enjoy film, arts, and artistic creativity with each other. There may be a sense of a psychic link with each other, or of feeling
harmonized by higher senses, which may take you to fantasy and imagination worlds together. This aspect tends toward fantasy and peaceful
illusion, rather than the "brass tacks" of practical reality.
Yoko's Moon in sextile (within 5.1 degrees) with John's Sun
The planetary energies flow together, open into new possibilities, new connections.
With the Sun and Moon in flowing relation between your two charts, you have a good connection with each other. This aspect symbolizes a great
deal of closeness and shared interests between you. You will enjoy conscious awareness of your emotional states, with lots of nurturing, and open
feelings, desire for comforts and bonding together, especially within a home or other secure environment. In a romantic context, this is a wonderful
connection, for warmth, camaraderie, pleasurable exchanges and strong affinity. You like each other, and feel comfortable and comforted, with a
likelihood of long term union or at least friendship. This aspect makes for real identity merging, and loving feeling between you. It symbolizes
passion and romantic feeling, harmony of goals and unconditional sharing, strong emotional bonding, perhaps marriage or the equivalent. The
family may come together through you, or you may build a family and children together. There is a sense of fairness and equality, with loyalty,
protectiveness, and working for security. John tends to be the stronger, with Yoko the more devoted or giving. Although problems may arise with
both of you wishing to be in control, these issues are usually resolved through the same pattern of giving and receiving, with each appreciating the
unique qualities of the other. You may discover considerable enjoyment of things of the past or history, as well as general enthusiasm together.
Since the Moon is involved, each of your feminine and softer sides will likely be brought forward by this relationship.
Yoko's Moon in inconjunct (within 2.6 degrees) with John's Jupiter
The planetary energies do not flow smoothly, one or the other predominates; discrimination must be employed.
This aspect, of the Moon opposite partner's Jupiter, indicates increased enjoyment, beneficial mutual cooperation, and expansion of goals and plans
with each other. Spiritual feelings are likely be included in this partnership. There is a strong and positive optimistic feeling between you and a
natural expectation of the ideal, that only occasionally leads to excess. John may bring some great gift or abundance into YokoÃ«s life, and the
nurturing and support provided by Yoko will be expanded and uplifted by the actions of John. There is an element of down to earth practicality
mingled with an abundant and optimistic nature and the sense of knowledge well shared. In a romantic context, this is a most positive connection
that expands, enthuses, enlivens, supports, and nurtures you. Your romance is based in ecstatic friendship, with a good rapport and a strong
inclination to exuberance. You enjoy each other fully and understand each other's feelings, leading to good possibilities for a peaceful home life.
Positive and glowing, this is joy proclaimed, as you encounter feelings of freedom with each other, and partake of both a practical and a broader
viewpoint together. Your relationship may engender the pursuit of knowledge and the world at large, perhaps of history or of the past in some way.
You are likely to travel well, and enjoy the outdoors, as well as your family environment and relations. This is a very positive aspect, productive of
spiritual wisdom, fantasy, and good nature in general.
Yoko's Moon in quintile (within 3.1 degrees) with John's Neptune
The planetary energies are positively linked, subtle, and spiritual in dimension.
This aspect, of the Moon in flowing relation with partner's Neptune, represents a relationship of great sensitivity and mutual rapport. The Moon and
Neptune are indicators of nurturing and sharing, although in different ways, and both of you will give a great deal of support and encouragement to
the other, in a partnership based on spiritual intuition, mutual sharing, and a sense of loyal devotion to each other. Also included in your relationship
is shared creativity in the arts, or music, perhaps caring for the sick and elderly, or for other disadvantaged groups. In a romantic context, this
aspect indicates a spiritual love, with sympathy and compassion between you, feeling strongly supportive of each other in creative or artistic ways.
This flows like water, with mutual understanding and sensitive receptivity to each other's moods. You may feel a genuine empathy between you, an
intuitive telepathic connection with each other, and you may find psychic receptivity to others as well, such as friends and family. When working
together, you may also find yourselves to be more forgiving and compassionate toward the world at large, more willing to do things for other
people. You may also encounter a tendency to fantasize or live in a world of illusions, and might do well to set some limits for yourselves in this
regard. But limits arising out of what you yourselves feel is right; not what others demand of you. Together, you are likely to find areas of service to
others, such as in spiritual institutions, or with the arts and music.
Yoko's Jupiter in inconjunct (within 0.9 degrees) with John's Ascendant
The planetary energies do not flow smoothly, one or the other predominates; discrimination must be employed.
This aspect, of Jupiter in minor dynamic relation with partner's Ascendant, symbolizes a relationship in which philosophical understanding between
you is pronounced, as well as enjoyment of the outdoors and areas of athletic endeavors. There can also be assistance for mutual appearance and
self esteem, as well as the possibility of excess, perhaps self-indulgence or aiming too high, and therefore raising unnecessary expectations. This
aspect is also indicative of good fortune, and JohnÃ«s personality and presence in the world will likely be given a boost by Yoko, in order to bring
personal growth, expansion of plans and goals, even financial riches. In a romantic context this function symbolizes a positive direction for your
partnership, and perhaps also expectations which may not be fully realized. You may experience excess, extravagances, wisdom or philosophical
indulgences that are not entirely practical. The two of you may not take enough care together, or feel hopeful without making careful plans or
setting proper controls. The best part of all this is a strong feeling of positive joy and enthusiasm, with the willingness to share and give to each
other and to accept and enjoy the larger aspects of life, and find the wisdom in it, even when problems arise.
Yoko's Saturn in square (within 4.0 degrees) with John's Jupiter
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through effort over time.
This aspect, of Jupiter in square or opposition with partner's Saturn, indicates that there is a balancing act between you, where one pulls and the
other pushes, or you feel the need to control against going overboard. There is an exuberant side to this balancing act, which runs up against
practicality, as represented by the other partner. If necessary controls are not exercised by both, there may be over-doing leading to excesses of
one form or another, and then authoritarian behavior comes in to react and judge. Yet together you can make this work by balancing direction with
precision, and expansion with efficiency. The challenge is to use unlike elements that you bring to the mix. In a romantic connection, there may be
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adjustments required as you have a basic conflict of expansion versus consolidation. Confidence could be squelched, and aspirations limited, but
sometimes for good reason. The more conservative element is likely represented by Yoko. Compromise is indicated, and both partners may need to
give some ground. This process can be strengthening for the two of you as Yoko provides needed discipline and control, while John lifts spirits. If
you do not find ways to work together, you may fight the winds to no avail, or else you can learn to go sideways with a sail flying smoothly,
although not in the first direction wished, as you each learn to adjust to the needs of the other.
Yoko's Saturn in square (within 3.5 degrees) with John's Saturn
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through effort over time.
This aspect, of Saturn in square with partner's Saturn, highlights practical duty and responsibility between the members of the partnership. There
can also be difficulty, restriction, lack of openness, and the harsh reality of not getting much support outwardly, or even just together, and thus
requiring you to overcome obstacles, or work harder for what you get. The area of signs and elements reveals the focal point of these issues. If you
can work through these difficulties, that fact may allow your respect of each other to grow through that very area that enforces joint effort. Work
and business is effective in your connection, and meeting obligations. In a romantic relationship, You benefit from trying to increase hope and
optimism despite the negative elements of the picture, in self confidence beyond worry, or lack of vision. There may be a somber or sober tone that
you take with each other, which perhaps could result from conflicts in attitude, different senses of what is responsible and effective, and how to
make constructive effort together. There may be disciplines strongly applied by one of you against the other, and a resultant handicapping of
progress. Reactions of worry doubt, and lack of confidence may arise. You need to apply hope, optimism, and general sense of purpose, or this can
cause many devitalizing emotions in your relationship. You benefit from trying to stay on track, and perhaps locating the best way to handle the
serious or difficulty together by taking separate sides and working towards the middle.
Yoko's Saturn in quintile (within 0.1 degrees) with John's Ascendant
The planetary energies are positively linked, subtle, and spiritual in dimension.
This aspect, of Saturn in flowing relation with partner's Ascendant, indicates a practical side to the relationship that can feel like limitation, duty or
burdens of some kind. This represents a purposeful interaction, but also indicates some form of perhaps self-imposed discipline experienced by the
partners. The imposed control is likely felt most strongly by John, although it may be the other way around. The discipline and restriction
engendered by this partnership can be supportive and productive as well, and helpful in working through problems together. In a romantic context,
your relationship is inclined towards serious effort, and practicality, even in romance, such as having stable agreements and workable conditions,
and it may be quite productive, supporting a long-term bond with each other. There is likely a tendency toward practical and effective daily function,
forcing one partner to produce or to insure the relationship in some way. The ability to bear burdens and share tasks with each other is part of all
this, and your relationship is likely to excel with this aspect.
Yoko's Neptune in trine (within 4.1 degrees) with John's Saturn
The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.
This aspect, of Saturn in flowing relation with partner's Neptune, symbolizes inspiration, practical support for each other, and a responsibility toward
service for others. There is a feeling of helpfulness between you, which may also extend to other people as well. Areas of focus may include bringing
into accord spirituality and business, or work in the healing professions. In a romantic context, you are helpful and supportive of each other's needs.
John may be the more practical partner, who keeps focus and makes effective use of partnership energy, while Yoko has the will to serve and give
to their partner. John may impose limits, while the more giving and spiritual Yoko will accept this point of view with tolerance. There is sanctuary for
you both in this arrangement. With this aspect, you also may find illusions regarding partnership agreements, or issues of over-dependency, or
inhibitions, or simply that one person does not acknowledge the boundaries of the other. Your relationship has a great ability to forgo problem
areas, bear burdens, tolerate conditions, and you may feel the need to spiritually restructure yourselves in response to this relationship.
Yoko's Pluto in square (within 5.4 degrees) with John's Sun
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through effort over time.
This aspect, of Sun in square with partner's Pluto, symbolizes transformation and radical change as an important part of your relationship. It signals
potential major life changes, with empowerment and growth for both partners, although there may be unconscious antagonisms between you which
are difficult although very rewarding to work out. Authoritative control on the part of one partner can become manipulative, or turn into bullying.
There is some deep level of connection which works for change in each of you, as relatively unconscious behaviors surface and potentially explode.
As you work through these issues you may decide to give up the battle, or else you may discover untapped sources of strength as your partnership
evolves, bringing a renewed confidence, and awareness of your true path. In a romantic context, this aspect represents a contact that is strongly
even overwhelmingly powerful, sensual and passionate in sexual expression. This is a difficult aspect, indicating will and passion, and also some
degree of conflict, within the partnership. There are likely to be issues of ego between you, or the direction one partner takes may appear selfish to
the other. There may be a reforming attitude on the part of one of the partners, and obsession or other excessive behavior is also possible. You may
also feel a magnetic attraction for each other, and may feel some sense of having known each other in a past life or other depth connection. There
are difficulties to be worked through however, including the possibility of deceit within the partnership, or friction and resistance to authority may
lead to vindictive behavior. These secretive and withheld areas can become destructive forces, or else can become issues to be worked through
together. This can be incredibly challenging, but still you can overcome these drawbacks, as a partnership, and learn the depth of your own true
nature, of your ability to evolve and grow in any circumstance. Change is inevitable through your relationship, as you confront in order to replace
those portions of behavior that have outgrown their usefulness.
Yoko's Pluto in quintile (within 1.0 degrees) with John's Mars
The planetary energies are positively linked, subtle, and spiritual in dimension.
This aspect, of Mars in flowing relation with partner's Pluto, encourages a broad focus, with passion, drive, and ambition to succeed between you.
Your partnership is likely to be productive of physical manifestations such as mechanics and engineering research, or assistance in business and
promotional areas. There also may be political sharing, or other work involving civic affairs. Strength and raw power are indicated between you,.
and this implies the need to take some degree of care, lest the fire get out of control. The depth of focus between you can bring you to a powerful
determination to work with each other. In a romantic context, this aspect symbolizes deep passion and drive. Your interchange may be very physical
and at times aggressive. There are indications of obstacles overcome, objectives realized, and strong active pursuit of sexuality. This can imply
anger or conflict, but also is good for drawing forth your true feelings, and bringing about required examination of your relationship issues. The
shared cooperation can be challenging, but also outstanding.
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Yoko's Pluto in sextile (within 3.9 degrees) with John's Uranus
The planetary energies flow together, open into new possibilities, new connections.
This aspect, of Uranus in flowing relation with Pluto, reflects a mutual interest in the partnership for group endeavor towards specific goals, and
humanitarian effort. There is likely to be an emphasis in your relationship on social conscience, and testing of the group psyche. There may be a
rebellious attitude that you both share, which encourages versatility and self-expression into unknown or unexplored realms. You feel the nature of
ageless wisdom coming through you, giving you a strong push to support each other in progress toward transformation.
Yoko's Ascendant in trine (within 5.0 degrees) with John's Moon
The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.
This aspect, of the Moon in flowing relation with partner's Ascendant, represents a strong emotional connection, and reflects your desire as a
partnership for comfort and security. You protect and take care of each other and increase each other's well-being, with a strong sense of family
bond between you. In a romantic context, your passions and emotional perspectives are shared, for growth aligned with family goals, and enhanced
by a beneficial feeling of camaraderie. This aspect symbolizes harmony and strength in your relationship. You tune into each other's needs, with
John stronger in nurturing while Yoko brings light and service to the partnership. Your emotional natures are similar, and you feel happy and
nurtured in just being with each other. Family is an important part of your union, as well as children or the creative offspring of some shared
purpose. Together you have a workable and dependable connection that promotes mutual healing.
Yoko's Ascendant in semi-sextile (within 0.1 degrees) with John's Mercury
The planetary energies attract each other, require effort, allow entry of new information.
This aspect, of Mercury in minor dynamic relation with partner's Ascendant, represents a degree of mental challenge, or cross stimulation between
the two of you. Criticism by one partner for the other and verbal disputes between you are possible. There is also the possibility of pursuing creative
outlets together, such as in information fields, creative writing or perhaps in media analysis. In a romantic context, you enjoy sharing in arts or
entertainment fields. You readily communicate with each other, and will have many lively and stimulating discussions together, although there may
be issues of poor communication that does not link well with your partnership goals, or missed opportunities, perhaps some area of disagreement
between you such as mind versus desire and action, or over-thinking of details. You benefit by attempting to really understand your partner, even
when they are feeling and thinking quite differently from you.
Yoko's Midheaven in sextile (within 3.8 degrees) with John's Saturn
The planetary energies flow together, open into new possibilities, new connections.
This aspect, of Saturn in flowing relation to partner's Midheaven, indicates a relationship with a strong practical basis, in which you feel comfortable
with each other's goals and achievements. This is very good for mutual business plans and objectives. John will tend to have a stabilizing, perhaps
limiting, affect on the partnership, while Yoko provides necessary vision. There is perseverance and long-term stability implied by this interaction.
John may take on the role of a mentor or teacher for Yoko, and foster a slow and steady progress toward better and more complete
accomplishments in the long run. In a romantic connection, this aspect indicates a relationship that is serious and also highly practical, with the
sense of working through limitations to reach goals, of perseverance and long-term considerations. Business interests and practical life function may
predominate, and a high degree of stability is indicated, which creates a lasting bond between you. This type of interaction, while not easy or lighthearted, can help you work together naturally and efficiently, especially if there are also lighter moments and good nature between you. Structure
and workable planning is called for, and also perhaps letting go of ego-investment. But public rise to achievement and development of life objectives
are likely to be enhanced overall.
Yoko's Midheaven in semi-square (within 1.1 degrees) with John's Uranus
The planetary energies conflict in determined subtle tension; calmness is required.
This aspect, of Uranus in minor dynamic relation with partner's Midheaven, may make for disorder, or lack of agreement between the partners,
perhaps with one wishing to conserve, the other to innovate. This relationship also has the potential for very wide acceptance, good friendship, and
broad-minded viewpoints between you. You come together with a view to change humanity, and alert the world to new visions. The technological,
scientific, and multi-cultural hold appeal for you, and work in these areas is supported. In a romantic context, this aspect indicates a relationship
that is mildly offsetting, and may be impersonal, as outside conditions could be the cause of disorder or complications between you. The practical in
your relationship does not mix well with changing conditions, yet the combination can produce insight and many unique attributes of productive
work. Unusual success can come through your involvement with each other. It is best not to try to control or limit the freedoms and unique
character of your partner by forcing them into old habits or directions. This relationship needs space and openness to work well.
Yoko's Moon in weak square (within 7.9 degrees) with John's Venus
and Yoko's Venus in weak conjunction (within 10.2 degrees) with John's Moon.
Since your and your partner's complementary planets follow the same pattern, this aspect is greatly emphasized in your reading. Pay special
attention to the following material!
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through effort over time.
With this aspect, of the Moon in square with partner's Venus, you have a good rapport and an enduring emotional sympathy with each other but
there may be ways in which you also operate at cross-purposes in these areas. You may over-indulge each other, or one may give what the other
does not wish for. Your partnership may involve aesthetic sensibilities, since the energy is there for artistic creativity together. Jewelry, the arts, and
all things feminine come into the picture with this aspect. In a romantic context, this aspect inclines to friendly support and connection between you,
although you may encounter some form of excess or over-giving in your relationship. There can be domestic discord, or family intrusions, perhaps
petty jealousy between you. Your tastes may vary, or finances may not be readily agreed upon. Sincere adjustments made with affection and a
friendly attitude can enable your relationship to work. Your connection has good feelings for each other, mutual sharing, nurture and loyalty for each
other, as well as some degree of difficulty that needs working through.
Yoko's Mercury in weak opposition (within 4.7 degrees) with John's Venus
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and Yoko's Venus in weak square (within 5.2 degrees) with John's Mercury.
Since your and your partner's complementary planets follow the same pattern, this aspect is greatly emphasized in your reading. Pay special
attention to the following material!
The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate their interaction; integration is the challenge.
This aspect, of Mercury in opposition with partner's Venus, represents congenial sharing, with communication and creativity from different
perspectives highlighted. This is a strong aspect for mutual self-expression, artistic creativity and enjoyment. You have different points of view on
aesthetic matters, and can bring these differences into a healthy mix in which the two points of view are each represented, although there is also a
chance that you may operate at cross-purposes over these types of issues. You travel together well, with appreciation of beauty and a sense of
warmth between you, and generally there will be agreement in support of each other's aesthetic choices. In a love connection this aspect indicates
loads of romantic appeal between you, with shared response and expressions of beauty, of flowers delivered, or marks of affection in words of
beautiful sentiment. Also indicated is a generally shared pleasure of conversation, and enjoyment of film and writing, or the arts. Friends and lovers
both, you share a sense of greater pleasure within some positive vision, as long as you allow for each other's differing taste and style. In business,
you can expect shared cooperation and blending of differing styles leading to success and achievement together. Both partners will likely show an
admirable willingness to support and sympathize with each other.
Yoko's Jupiter in weak conjunction (within 5.3 degrees) with John's Neptune
The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.
This aspect, of Jupiter in conjunction with partner's Neptune, makes for a highly spiritual as well as creative, sensitive and intuitive partnership.
There is likely to be a strong psychic connection between you. There is also idealism, realization of plans and aspirations, and artistic creativity,
possibly religious or philosophical activities or acts of charity. In a romantic context, you give to each other with good intentions and generous
support, and open acceptance of the other's weaknesses. You can also perhaps experience problems with self-indulgence, such as time wasted in
idle conversation, or even drug use. There is also likely to be a propitious accumulation of wealth, or honors received for charitable work performed.
Any wealth or resources you bring to the relationship is shared between you. One partner, perhaps Yoko, provides a sense of wisdom and freedom,
while John is giving and sensitive to Yoko's needs. This aspect helps the partnership to last, and bespeaks of higher motivations between you.
Yoko's Saturn in weak opposition (within 5.6 degrees) with John's Pluto
The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate their interaction; integration is the challenge.
This aspect, of Saturn in dynamic relation with partner's Pluto, represents a relationship that has a deep and serious side, and which may be
transformative for both partners. There is a subtle tension involved that may not be obvious immediately, but which represents hidden emotions
that are underlying your relationship, and which may reflect a karmic pattern or past-life connection with each other. These emotions may be
expressed as resentment, or feelings of enmity may come up for one or both of you. There is a transformer and reformer challenging you to rise
above, work more effectively on inner issues, and enable your own evolutionary progress, with all the self-discipline that can be required in these
dark matters, in order to bring them ultimately into the light. All this can make things seem quite serious, or may engender strong feelings of denial
and limitation in connection with your partner, but in the end, for a specific purpose.
Yoko's Neptune in weak conjunction (within 5.9 degrees) with John's Venus
The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.
This aspect, of Venus in dynamic relation with partner's Neptune, represents an idealized connection between you. Your relationship may involve
music, art, dance, spirituality, and areas of service. There is sympathy, and creativity, together with some aspect of the feminine. The empathy and
support of Yoko is appreciated by John, who also provides some solid ground for Yoko, either financially or in some creative form. There can be loss
of good judgment, but this may be a blessing in disguise. The balance of spiritual energy with physical expression and earthly connection provides a
beneficial conduit for the flow of higher purpose into ordinary life. In a romantic context, this sensitive aspect aligns with congenial empathy,
idealized love, spiritual feeling, and artistic sharing. This aspect represents a heightened sensitivity in which both parties are almost magnetically
attracted to each other. There is a bewitching and sometimes elusive quality to the connection. You will likely share feelings of elegance, grace and
charm just being around each other, and take pleasure in natural settings or the enjoyment of artistic events together. When social tendencies
between you differ you may also need to allow each other to be just as you are, or you may need to guard against mutual self-indulgence. There is
likely to be much sympathy between you, a truly compassionate consideration of your partner's needs in genuine loving surrender that may border
on sacrifice. You could easily become spiritually inspired love partners and create a lasting bond of friendship and mutual respect.
Yoko's Pluto in weak opposition (within 11.9 degrees) with John's Moon
The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate their interaction; integration is the challenge.
With this aspect, of the Moon in conjunction or opposition with partner's Pluto, there is a dark side to your relationship. You are coming together to
do some serious healing, and you can expect intense emotions and the exposing of your most cherished and unknown secrets through this
relationship, perhaps unknown even to your conscious mind. There may be a feeling of being together for some karmic purpose. Together you are
both working toward an important process of change and emotional fulfillment, with John the one who does most of the transforming, while Yoko
provides the catalytic energy for change. In a romantic context, this aspect symbolizes a powerful sexual contact between you, with passion to
explore each other's mysteries, and drive to higher purpose as well. The investigation into the depths of your being that this relationship initiates is
worth the effort to dig down, the pain of being exposed. There is a serious soul-purpose that brings you together for this wild spelunking adventure
into the subterranean territory of your own psyche. There may be a compulsive factor to your interaction, and you need to be careful of
possessiveness or other forms of emotional control that could come up between you. Balance is important, with time out for calm and privately
separate reactions to events. There may be walled-off feelings of rage and pain from early childhood, perhaps going back to issues with mother love
or its lack, that come to light in the course of this relationship. You both are being asked to rise to the occasion, to process the material presenting
itself to you, in your eternal quest for balance and wholeness so that your life may move forward. The patterns of the past will yield to healing and
transformative change if you allow them to.
Yoko's Ascendant in weak conjunction (within 7.8 degrees) with John's Sun
The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.
This aspect, of Sun conjunct partner's Ascendant, is an important connection that promotes growth and vitality. You feel good about the connection
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with your partner, with potential for mutual benefit, and opportunities for learning, with Yoko perhaps learning more than John. This aspect
symbolizes a good degree of like-mindedness between you, with a feeling of new initiative, bonding in the name of character and shared values, and
can help to shed light on your relationships with other people as well. In a romantic context, this aspect represents a strong feeling of familiarity
between you with mutual attraction, chemistry, the draw of magnetic appeal. It also symbolizes harmony of goals, perhaps general physical
compatibility. You continually operate in some type of creative mode with each other. You bring light to one another, with a sense of beauty and
physical appeal. You may have a mutual focus on appearance or fashion. You feel playful and uplifted and have a profound way of bringing out the
best in each other. Your childlike natures are likely to come out through this relationship, and the potential for mutual enjoyment is high. This
aspect promotes mutual well-being, energy, and vitality between you.
Yoko's Ascendant in weak conjunction (within 5.8 degrees) with John's Mars
The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.
This aspect, of Mars conjunct or opposite partner's Ascendant, symbolizes ample physical vitality, energy, enthusiasm, and personal drive in the
partnership. Also movement, athletics, and drive to action is encouraged, as well as the personal appeal and the self-expression of both partners.
This aspect inclines toward doing joint projects together, and sharing promotional activities, although overt competitiveness, or displays of temper,
could prove counter-productive. In a romantic context, you are energized, alive, active, restless, and passionate with each other. The appeal and
energy between you may be quite physical, with plenty of motivation and drive. John brings the energy, and Yoko the appeal and focus of
expression to activate initiative, and to be bold and adventuresome together as well. You may need to beware of a clash of wills between you, for
ego issues can make for a volatile relationship, but the exciting and dynamic energy between you can also uplift the partnership, and spur you on to
achievement. You can accomplish your aims together very well when you come at them from the highest of motivations.
Yoko's Midheaven in weak square (within 6.9 degrees) with John's Sun
The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through effort over time.
This aspect, of the Sun in square with partner's Midheaven indicates shared purpose and mutual objectives, usually with some recognition or
rewards in creative areas, but with the possibility of conflicts over the direction of partnership activities. It is likely that one partner, perhaps Yoko,
will provide leadership, while the other either goes along more or less willingly, or else struggles against the impulse, getting into another area
altogether, intending to stand independently, to be strong and able in their own way. In a romantic connection, there is likely to be a strong
attraction between you, although leadership or control issues may arise, over creative ideas, or of practical considerations, such as with children, or
issues of duty versus entertainment. The possibility is also there for some authoritarian disagreements between you. Romance may be connected to
business, or public life. If you can find ways to cooperate and blend your separate viewpoints you will feel brighter, more playful, and alive to your
shared purpose.
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